Join us as an Accenture Analyst

Help clients make a real difference for their customers: your friends, family and neighbors. You might spend your day:

- Translating strategic direction and business objectives into holistic digital, technology, change management and organization strategies.
- Diagnosing business processes or organizational problems, and leveraging analytics to seize new opportunities.
- Driving a rigorous approach to solutions in the context of global, economic, technology and social trends.
- Developing innovative answers to complex business and IT challenges.
- Recommending and implementing changes, and ensuring a successful transition to what’s new.

What kind of Analyst could you be?

Be part of a strong analyst community and foster connections with Accenture leaders while you gain experience across roles in industry, technical or functional areas, pursuing a career aligned with your strengths and aspirations.

Consulting Analyst
Drive performance improvement by analyzing problems and developing strategic plans

Technology Analyst
Innovate, design and implement solutions that support business and IT imperatives

Security Analyst
Work in areas of Strategy & Risk, Cyber Defense, Digital Identity, Application Security, Managed Security

Java Analyst
Configure, deploy, test and code Java solutions for manufacturing and asset intensive industries

AFS Technology Consulting Analyst
Work with Federal clients and government agencies on business and technology solutions

What we’re looking for

Bachelor’s or Masters degree
Graduation date before December 31, 2018

Critical thinker
Strong critical thinking, analytical and problem solving skills

Communicator
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills

Innovator
An inquisitive mind and an appetite to grow every day

Preferred majors and skills for specialized roles

Computer science / Computer engineering, Engineering (all disciplines), Information systems / Decision sciences, Mathematics / Statistics / Analytics / Sciences, Experience in a hackathon, API Development

Apply:
www.accenture.com/wccanalyst